Big Chill
The Big Chill is our flagship tremolo pedal
with a slew of functions that will take you
from lush smooth tremolo sounds found in
vintage Fender® amps, to strobe-like chop
effects capable of slicing through any mix!
Its thoughtful layout and feature set is sure
to excite sonic adventurers across all genres
of music.
FEATURES

— Square – Sine – Triangle
waveform selector
— Two independent Speeds
accessible in real time
— CHOP (kill dry) effect
— Expression pedal input jack
to control Speed 2
— Expression pedal input jack
to control Depth
— Internal trimmer to adjust the
Speed 2 level
— Internal trimmer to adjust the CHOP
effect level
— The Big Chill can also be used as
a clean boost! Just set the Depth
control to zero, and adjust the Level
to your preference.
All these features compliments of the
warmest and biggest tremolo sound you
have ever heard!
The Big Chill can also be used with Bass
guitars!

CHILL

CONTROLS

1. DEPTH controls the tremolo’s

depth on top of the Dry signal

2. SPEED 1 sets the tremolo’s speed

(indicated by yellow led on the right)

3. SPEED 2 sets the tremolo’s speed
(indicated by blue led on the left)

4. Left footswitch toggles between
SPEED 1 and SPEED 2

5. Middle footswitch engages the
CHOP (kill dry) effect

6. Right footswitch engages
the effect

7. 3-way waveform toggle-switch:

— Top position for square wave
— Middle position for sine wave
— Bottom position for triangle
wave

A tremolo out of
this planet!

8. LEVEL sets the overall output of
the pedal when it is engaged

9. Internal trimmer to adjust the

Speed 2 Level located above the Depth
EXP input

10. Internal trimmer to adjust the CHOP

effect level: the top located trimmer to
the left of the chop footswitch

EXPRESSION PEDAL INPUTS

1. SPEED: Expression pedal input
to control Speed 2.

*we recommend our EXP3 expression pedal for ensured
compatibility (Other expression pedals could work as well,
however they will not give you the full range of the control).

2. DEPTH: Expression pedal input
to control Depth.

*we recommend our EXP2 expression pedal for ensured
compatibility (Only our expression pedal will function
properly for this!).

SPECIFICATIONS

1. True Bypass
2. Works with a 9V battery or 9V DC
adaptor (tip-negative)

3. Power consumption: 15 mA
4. Dimensions (jacks, pots etc.

included): 13 x 10 x 5.1 cm / 5.1 x 3.9 x
2 inches

5. Weight: 400g / 0.89 lbs.

“One monster of a flexible Tremolo!”
GUITAR PLAYER magazine
“While the vintage tone hits the spot,
versatility is the key word here”
GUITARIST magazine
"Big Chill is my favorite tremolo, modern
and classic at the same time”.
Eivind Aarset
“Whether you need vintage tremolo or
modern slicer-style effects, the Big Chill
should be at the top of your list of pedals
to check out.”
Guitar Moderne

